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Her hands were abruptly reinfoced with a diamond talisman, and she sliced through the net like tofu. 

 

*Rip.* This sound caused the originally complacent Qi Lianhai to jerk his eyebrow. 

 

*Rip—* 

 

After the sound of more tearing, Qiao Mu scurried right out from that net. She flipped onto the 

monstrous bird’s back and smashed its big head with a punch. 

 

This solid punch that was reinforced with a diamond talisman promptly caused the monstrous bird to 

cry shrilly. It plummeted headfirst to the ground like a cannon ball. 

 

Just as they were a foot from the ground, Qiao Mu’s body abruptly flew up again in a parabolic arc. 

 

On the other hand, that monstrous bird crashed into the ground with a raspy cry. Its skull got smashed 

into bits upon impact, preventing any possibility of rescue. 

 

Qiao Mu floated in mid-air and looked coldly at that large bird that had met a violent death. She turned 

around and looked sardonically at the dumbfounded Qi Lianhai. 

 

Qi Lianhai: ! 

 

He didn’t expect the crown prince consort to actually be able to get out so easily? 

 

This, this violent girl had, had actually… completely destroyed the sky cicada net! 

 



Ah! Qi Lianhai felt stifled. It was suffocating him that he couldn’t let it out, yet Qiao Mu didn’t wait for 

him to react, and she punched his belly ruthlessly. 

 

Qi Lianhai was unable to take this hit. He flew out horizontally and crashed into several subordinates 

behind him. 

 

Qi Lianhai’s subordinates had truly made a Herculean effort in order to catch Qi Lianhai. 

 

Even so, they had retreated many steps backwards to neutralize the impact from catching Qi Lianhai. 

 

After steadying himself, Qi Lianhai looked at Qiao Mu in chagrin. He pressed his hand against his 

stomach and shouted tremblingly, “You, you!” 

 

This d*mn little lady actually, could actually still retaliate even after getting caught in the sky cicada net? 

 

He truly had underestimated her. 

 

Qiao Mu extended her hand and waved a bronze pendant at him. 

 

Qi Lianhai’s expression changed, and he reached for his waist. Sure enough, the bronze pendant at his 

waist was gone without his notice. 

 

Qiao Mu looked over that identity pendant and looked up at Qi Lianhai. A cold smile formed on her lips. 

“So you are from the Anyi Prefecture. 

 

“I didn’t expect you all to be in the mood to come all the way to the Shuntian Prefecture from the Anyi 

Prefecture to capture me?” Qi Lianhai flung Qi Lianhai’s identity pendant back. “You can have it back.” 

 



In any case, she had no use for it. Only Qi Lianhai and his group treated that lousy identity pendant with 

importance. 

 

“Qiaoqiao.” 

 

Qiao Mu heard the crown prince’s voice from afar. Her eyes lit up as she turned to looked up at the sky. 

 

The crown prince was currently moving in her direction like a streak of lightning through the clear blue 

sky. 

 

In the blink of an eye, he had already arrived beside Qiao Mu and hugged her tightly in his arms… 

 

His heart finally settled, and he heaved a sigh of relief while holdling her. “Qiaoqiao.” 

 

Qiao Mu reflexively soothed his chest with her hand. “I’m fine.” 


